Some species of wood deck planks last many years outside without a finish of any kind, but I guarantee the results won’t be pretty. Sunlight and moisture take their toll, turning the delicate colors and textures of unprotected wood into something gray, checked, and fuzzy. For those of us with wood decks (still the majority of decks being built, by the way), choosing the right protective finish is crucial.

It shouldn’t be too hard, right? A quick walk down the paint aisle at the home center may change your mind on that. To be fair, some manufacturers still take mercy on the consumer who’s used to seeing labels that simply say “oil-based” or “water-based” deck stain. Now, though, we also have alkyd, acrylic, and alkyd/acrylic finishes, among others. There are cans that say “penetrating oil formula,” but they’re on a product that can be cleaned up with soap and water. I even saw one exterior-stain product labeled as “oil-latex.”

In some cases, you’ll also see a complicated string of buzzwords, as on Behr’s Premium Wood-Toned Weatherproofing Wood Finish or Olympic’s Wood Protector Toner Waterproofing Sealant. Then, formulation aside, you also have to choose the level of opacity. This ranges from water clear to opaque, with various shades in between, each offering its own contribution to durability.

It’s true that the exterior-deck-finishes market is complicated, but once you sort through the options, there are fundamental differences separating one finish from the next in terms of application, durability, and cost.
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When someone talks about wood being damaged by sunlight, they're really talking about damage from ultraviolet (UV) rays. Wood is essentially a combination of cellulose fibers and lignin, the glue that holds together those fibers. UV light is especially good at destroying lignin, and as that happens, the cellulose fibers loosen and wear away. This exposes a fresh layer of fibers and lignin, and the process repeats.

To be effective, a deck finish either must reflect or absorb this harmful UV light. This applied protection, though, sits on the top layer of the wood, where it's susceptible to wear and tear. Reapplication—as often as once a year—is usually necessary. If you go without reapplication for too long, you will be staining only the cellulose fibers that are soon to slough off. That's why lightly sanding an old deck before refinishing is best practice.

Besides enhancing a deck’s aesthetic appeal, a protective finish must defend against water and sunlight. Make no mistake that these two elements are among the most destructive forces in nature’s arsenal, and in many climates, they are at work on a day-to-day basis.

**SUNLIGHT**

When someone talks about wood being damaged by sunlight, they’re really talking about damage from ultraviolet (UV) rays. Wood is essentially a combination of cellulose fibers and lignin, the glue that holds together those fibers. UV light is especially good at destroying lignin, and as that happens, the cellulose fibers loosen and wear away. This exposes a fresh layer of fibers and lignin, and the process repeats.

To be effective, a deck finish either must reflect or absorb this harmful UV light. This applied protection, though, sits on the top layer of the wood, where it’s susceptible to wear and tear. Reapplication—as often as once a year—is usually necessary. If you go without reapplication for too long, you will be staining only the cellulose fibers that are soon to slough off. That’s why lightly sanding an old deck before refinishing is best practice.

**WATER**

Wooden deck planks come from trees, and trees love water. They suck it up at any opportunity. As wood takes on water, it expands across its width (perpendicular to the direction of the grain). As it dries, it shrinks. The cycle will be slower in dense decking (such as ipé) than in soft decking (such as cedar).

Decks in many parts of the country are exposed to frequent wetting and drying cycles. Board ends are most susceptible to this expansion and shrinkage, which is why you often see small cracks at these areas. More cracks mean more water absorption, and the cycle continues.

Penetrating deck finishes aren’t designed to waterproof a board completely, but rather to slow the wetting and drying so that the wood is less likely to develop cracks from dramatic swings in moisture content. Coating the ends of each board with finish is an essential part of sealing a deck.

The moisture level is also a factor in the growth of fungus on deck planks. Finish manufacturers typically keep this maintenance headache under control with the help of mildewcide additives.
It would be nice to single out one type of deck finish as the best. Unfortunately, when it comes to preserving wood in such a torturous environment, there’s no such thing as best. No matter which finish you choose, you are faced with trade-offs. It’s also nearly impossible to make concrete statements about Brand X being better than Brand Y, about oil-based finishes being better than water-based, and so on. There are, however, some key points of differentiation between products and some clues to help you navigate the deck-stain market.

**FORMULATION**

Deck finishes break down into three groups: oil-based, water-based, and hybrid. In a perfect world, these words would be the ones you’d see on the label. In the real world, though, you’re more likely to see mention of “alkyd,” “acrylic,” or another chemical keyword. Sometimes you don’t even get this clue, just generic wording like “waterproofing wood finish,” “deck and siding stain,” or “waterproofer plus clear wood protector.” Knowing some indicator words will help you to sort through the options (see below). When in doubt, the cleanup instructions on the back of the can will tell you at least whether the finish is water- or solvent-based.

**AKA: oil, linseed, alkyd**

Oil finishes are the traditional option for decks, although their composition has evolved somewhat from old linseed-oil formulations. Linseed oil is still used, but it’s most often combined with alkyls, a synthetic alternative that better resists yellowing. In general, oil-based finishes penetrate wood better than water-based finishes do, and they are easier to recoat. However, they carry the trade-offs of higher VOCs and a cleanup process that requires solvents.

**AKA: waterborne-modified, oil/latex, acrylic/alkyd, water-reducible**

In an effort to combine the best parts of an oil-based finish with the best parts of a water-based finish, manufacturers have focused recently on hybrid finishes. The chemistry—combining oil with water—sounds counterintuitive, but the result is a finish that has the penetration of an oil-based product with the color retention, reduced VOCs, and soap-and-water cleanup of a water-based product.

**AKA: acrylic, 100% acrylic, latex, silicone, waterborne**

Thicker, paintlike water-based deck finishes can be cleaned up with soap and water rather than solvents. Without solvents, these finishes typically don’t have the same elevated VOC levels or strong odors as oil-based finishes. Acrylic and latex also are known to retain their color better than oil formulas, although they won’t absorb into wood as easily. Moreover, prepping the deck for future refinishing is more involved.

**VOCs**

Traditional penetrating finishes rely on a solvent, such as mineral spirits, to help deck planks absorb modified oil resins and other additives. These oil-based finishes are still widely available, but the push now is toward water-based finishes that contain lower amounts of volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

The trend is due in part to stricter government regulations of VOCs, which are a principal ingredient of smog. The nationwide standard for VOCs is 550 grams per liter (g/l), but VOCs in many exterior finishes are limited further by local regulations. In many cases, a manufacturer may offer the same finish in several VOC levels, or simply not offer a product in certain markets because it’s not cost-effective to reformulate products or offer multiple options. In some cases, however, you may find multiple VOC options within the same market, leaving the decision to you. In all cases, the VOC information for a finish is listed on the label, typically near the UPC code or somewhere in the fine print on the back of the can.

To comply with local VOC regulations, some companies offer the same product in different formulations. For example, though the labels are nearly identical, the Olympic Maximum Clear sold in Pennsylvania is oil-based; in Alabama, it’s a hybrid.

---

**WHICH DECK FINISH IS BEST? THERE’S NO EASY ANSWER**
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When it comes to paints and finishes, price often can be an indicator of quality, but this rule of thumb really applies only when comparing products from the same company. For instance, Mark Knaebe, a natural-resources specialist at the Forest Products Laboratory, says there are some $25-per-gallon finishes on the market that outperform those costing $40 or $50 per gallon. When comparing different finishes from a single manufacturer, however, price definitely counts.

Behr offers two lines (shown here), a standard and a premium, with a price difference of only about $8. Olympic says its premium clear penetrating finish, called Olympic Maximum (about $32 per gallon) has better-quality ingredients than Olympic WaterGuard ($13.50 per gallon). It’s all about what customers are willing to pay.